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“Star Wars:
Darth
Plagueis”
By James
Luceno

“Star Wars:
The Force
Unleashed”
By Sean
Williams

“Star Wars –
Crimson
Empire”
By Mike
Richardson

“Star Wars –
Clone Wars
Adventures”
By Haden
Blackman

Bio

Key Words

This stand-alone novel
is a dark and moving
tale of two Sith and
their quest for ultimate
power over life and
death.

Star Wars

The Jedi order has
been crushed under
Emperor Palpatine. A
new order has risen,
But Vader cannot
control an entire
galaxy alone. He has
selected his own
apprentice from
among those gifted
with Force-sensitive
abilities.
Crimson Empire
expands on and
continues the saga of
the evil galactic
Empire and the rebels
who oppose them. It is
a time of turmoil.
Control of the Empire is
up for grabs and one
man, Conor Jax,
begins his campaign to
become the new dark
Emperor.
These epic new tales
find legends as ObiWan Kenobi, Anakin
Skywalker, Yoda and
Mace Windu battling
the Seperatist Army's
battledroids as they
swarm from planet to
planet.

Star Wars

Sci-Fi

Sci-Fi

Star Wars
Sci-Fi

Star Wars
Sci-Fi
Short Read
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"Halo:
Cryptum"
By Greg
Bear

"Halo:
Primordium"
By Greg
Bear

"Halo:
Silentium"
By Greg
Bear

"Halo: The
Flood"
By William
C. Dietz

Bio

Key Words

Forerunner Saga: Book 1.
Worshipped by the Covenant as
gods, their connection to
humanity remains unanswered.
Devoted fans of both the books
and games will finally get to delve
deep into the era of these
enigmatic beings.

Halo

Forerunner Saga: Book 2.
In the wake of the self-destruction
of the Forerunner empire, two
humans - Chakas and Riser pawns
in a cosmic game. They begin an
epic journey across a lost and
damaged Halo in search of a way
home.

Halo

Forerunner Saga: Book 3.
Now, this third book reveals the
ultimate purpose of the ancient
game, challenging everything we
thought we knew about the
Forerunners.

Halo

The Human-Covenant War, a
desperate struggle for
humankind's very survival, has
reached boiling point on the
mysterious ring world called Halo.
But the fierce Covenant warriors,
the mightiest alien military force
ever known, are not the only peril
lying in wait.

Halo
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Book Title and
Author
“Halo: The Fall
of Reach”

Sci-Fi
By Eric Nylund

“Halo: First
Strike”

Sci-Fi
By Eric Nylund

Sci-Fi

Sci-Fi

“Halo: Ghosts of
Onyx”
By Eric Nylund

“Halo:
Evolutions”
By Tobias S.
Buckell

Bio

Key Words

As the bloody HumanCovenant War rages on
Halo. The fate of humanity
rests on a lone soldier. Now,
for the first time, is the full
story of that glorious,
doomed conflict.

Halo

Halo has been destroyed
and the threat it posed
neutralized. But thousands
of valiant soldiers fell in the
battle. Ahead lies a
dangerous voyage home,
through a gauntlet of
Covenant forces.

Halo

The Spartan-II program has
gone public. Tales of supersoldiers fending off
thousands of Covenant
attacks have become the
stuff of legend. But just how
many Spartans are left?

Halo

This collection of eleven
stories dives into the depths
of the vast Halo universe,
not only from the
perspective of those who
fought and died to save
humanity, but also from
those who vowed to wipe it
out of existence.

Halo

Sci-Fi

Sci-Fi

Sci-Fi
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“Halo: The
Thursday
War”
By Karen
Traviss

“Mass Effect:
Revelation”
By Drew
Karpyshyn

“Mass Effect:
Ascension”
By Drew
Karpyshyn

“Mass Effect:
Retribution”
By Drew
Karpyshyn
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Though a peace has
been established
between Earth and the
peoples of the
Covenant, forces on
both sides make that
peace precarious. A
schism among the
Sangheili is gaining
strength, with a splinter
group trying to unseat
the leader who agreed
to peace.
Ship commander and
war hero David
Anderson investigates
a top secret military
research station; ruins
littered with bodies
and unanswered
questions. Who
attacked this post and
for what purpose?

Halo

Every 50,000 years, a
race of machines
returns to harvest the
galaxy's organic life
forms. The first 'Mass
Effect' game was set in
the year 2183 - and
now the machines are
about to return once
again.
The Illusive Man, leader
of a black ops group,
knows the truth about
the Reapers. He knows
the perfect subject for
his horrific experiments:
former Cerberus
operative Paul
Grayson.

Mass-Effect

Sci-Fi
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“Warhammer
40,000 Death
Watch”
By

Mass-Effect
Mystery
Sci-Fi

“Assassin's
Creed Renaissance”
By Oliver
Bowden

Action

Mystery

“Minecraft
Redstone
Handbook”

Sci-Fi

Nick Farwell

Action

“Minecraft
Combat
Handbook”
By Stephanie
Milton
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On countless savage
battlefields across the
breadth of the
Imperium, the servants
of the Imperium wage
war against alien
creatures that would
exterminate mankind.

Warhammer
40k

Ezio Auditore da
Firenze is an assassin
who was betrayed by
the ruling families of
Italy. On a quest for
vengeance, he will
learn the art of the
assassins.

Assassins
Creed

Here, experts guide
you through all aspects
of working with
Redstone including
mining, smelting, using
repeaters, circuit
components and
circuit designs

Minecraft

he Official Combat
Handbook' will teach
you everything you
need to know to
defend yourself from
hostile mobs (monsters)
and enemy players.

Minecraft

War
Sci-Fi
HumanMachines

Action
Murder

Guide

Guide

